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Abstract. The implementation of Active Queue Management (AQM) in Internet routers is a recommendation of 
the Internet Engineering Task Force.  However, none of the current AQM algorithms directly makes use of the 
correlations present in Internet traffic, which are related to Long Range Dependence (LRD) and Self-Similarity. 
This is somewhat surprising in that it is well known that LRD is exhibited by Internet traffic, particularly at the 
edges of the network.  In this paper, an algorithm called Modified Adaptive Random Early Detection is presented.  
This algorithm makes use of the correlations in the mean queue length in order to predict likely congestion 
scenarios in the not too distant future. These can then be acted on anticipatively. The results are extremely 
encouraging and demonstrate a superior performance when benchmarked against current mechanisms. The 
proposed algorithm could also be non-intrusively implemented in current routers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Increased congestion has been experienced in 
various links in the Internet with loss and delay 
increasing as the degree of congestion increases 
[Paxson,1997]. During the last decade, the use of 
Active Queue Management or AQM systems based 
on Random Early Detection or RED has led to a 
substantial increase in the efficiency of using the 
network resources. As a result, the Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF) has recommended 
the use of AQM in Internet routers [Barden et al, 
1998; Mankin and  Ramakrishnan, 1991].  There are 
different algorithms of AQM systems and the 
recommended one is RED, which shows many 
advantages over the other AQM systems. For 
instance, RED prevents global synchronization by 
having a random marking or dropping probability, 
no bias against burst traffic and reduced packet 
losses [Ohsaki and  Murata, 2002]. RED is designed 
to accompany transport layer protocols, such as 
TCP, and enhances TCP capability by reporting 
congestion at the gateway. It was first proposed in 
the early 1990s by Floyd and Van Jacobson [Floyd 
and Jacobson, 1993]. 
 

Gentle RED (GRED) is the revised version of the  
original RED [Floyd, 2000].  GRED is proposed by 
Floyd in response to the analysis of Firoiu and 
Borden [Firoiu and Borden, 2000]. However, the 
main problem with RED and Gentle RED is the 
mean queue length (MQL) variations. The 
algorithms compute the MQL with every arriving 
packet to the queue but, unfortunately, the MQL is 
very sensitive to the level of congestion and 
parameter configurations.  In an attempt to 
overcome these problems, adaptive RED (ARED) is 
proposed by Feng et al. [Feng et al, 1997; Feng et 
al, 1999] and a suggested modification is presented 
by Floyd [Floyd et al,2001]. In this paper, we refer 
to ARED as the development by Floyd [Floyd et 
al,2001].  
 
The shape of Internet Traffic is found to follow 
Self-Similarity and Long Range Dependent (LRD) 
processes [Alawfi and Woodward, 2005]. However, 
none of current AQM mechanisms embed these 
Internet traffic characteristics. The second order Self 
Similarity is referred to as LRD. ARED increases 
the dropping probability when the MQL exceeds the 
target. The proposed algorithm is called modified 
ARED. Rather than maintaining MQL target, the 
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modified ARED uses the continuous increase of the 
MQL as an indication that sources are increasing the 
sending rate and consequently increased loss rate 
and delay.  
 
The basic concept of the proposed algorithm is 
explained in the following section. Then, the results 
and analysis of the proposed algorithm are 
compared with ARED and original RED. Finally, 
conclusions and future work are presented.  

2. MODIFIED ARED 

2.1 The Algorithm 
The ARED algorithm computes the maximum drop 
probability ( pmax ) based on the target MQL. The 

proposed modified ARED computes pmax  using 
the fact that  Internet traffic is following an LRD 
process and any LRD process is more likely to 
continue, ON, for the near future, when a process is 
ON for a long time [Feng et al, 1999]. The   
continues to increment as the ON time get longer. In 
other words, as the MQL increases,  the  
increases. Continuous increase of the MQL for a 
long time indicate an increasing  correlation. It has 
been recommended that the AQM incorporate and 
LRD correlation structure [Ostring and Sirisena, 
2001]. When the MQL is increasing, the AQM 
should use this as an indication that sources are 
sending more traffic. As LRD process, this indicates 
at this moment that sources will continue to be ON. 
This is directly related to the correlation of the 
traffic which follow LRD process.  Increase of 
correlation results in increase of the delay and loss 
rate. Sources, which are TCP in this research, will 
suffer longer round trip time or RTT. Hence 
increasing the  with correlation will results 
in dynamically configured parameters to target 
specific quality of service. 

pmax

pmax

pmax

 
The algorithm uses the Additive-Increase 
Multiplicative-Decrease (AIMD) policy of setting , 
max p which is incremented with α every time a 

packet arrives to the queue to a a maximum value of 
a range as shown in the algorithm. When the MQL 
is decreasing,  is set back to 0 which means 

no dropping during the decreasing interval. The 
modified ARED algorithm differs from the ARED 
algorithm in computing ,  which is computed 
using the following algorithm. 

pmax

pmax

 
The dropping probability Pb  is linearly computed 
by the equation :   

)min/(max)min(max thththpb MQLP −−←

 , where, thmax   is the maximum threshold  and   

thmin is the minimum threshold .The final 

dropping probability, Pa is computed by 
))*1/(( baa PcPP −←   , where c is a counter 

used to avoid waiting too long before dropping a 
packet and maintains uniform packet dropping.  The 
counter increases by one with every arrival and reset 
to 0 when a drop occurs.  The detailed 
parameterization is discussed in the original RED 
paper [Floyd and Jacobson, 1993]. 
 
Existing AQM algorithms drop packets at 
increasing or decreasing intervals. Furthermore, the 
modified ARED algorithm drops packet only at the 
increasing intervals as shown by Figure 1. Modified 
ARED drops packets only when the MQL is 
increasing. The increasing degree of  the MQL 
means an increasing degree of the correlation and 
congestion. The dropping probability increases as a 
reaction to the congestion status change.  
 
The dropping probability is 0 when the MQL is 
decreasing because  is set to 0 at this 
instance as shown in the algorithm. This way 

pmax
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congestion degree is decreased  as will be shown in 
the next experiments section.  
 

2.2 Experimental Settings 
A simulation package is developed using Java 
programming language to carry out these 
experiments. All statistics are computed from the 
second half of the experiment time, which is 
1000000 ms. The experiment configuration is as 
follows. The number of TCP connections is 10, 

thmin  is 15, thmax  is 100, buffer size is 150 
packets, exponential weighted moving average  

( qw ) is .002 and  the queue is initialized with 10 
packets. RED, ARED and modified ARED drop 
packet with uniform dropping probability 
Pa which increases linearly between the 

thresholds, thmin   and thmax   from 0 up to 

 . The router service rate is 4 packets/ms. 
The experiments are tested with increasing sending 
rate of the TCP connections from .01 to 2 
packets/ms. The next section uses these 
configurations to invoke experiments on Drop Tail 
or DT, RED, ARED and the modified ARED. 

pmax

 

 
Figure 1:   MQL Profile 

 

3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

3.1 Performance results and analysis 
The modified ARED shows better performance gain 
in comparison to ARED and RED.  RED is 
configured with   of 0.1 in order to show the 
comparison with ARED and modified ARED. RED 
will show different performance with different 

configurations because it is a static AQM 
mechanism. The main comparison is thus between 
ARED and modified ARED, which are both 
dynamic AQM mechanisms. 

pmax

Figure 2 shows the 
normalized delay and normalized throughput trade 
offs. The delay is 40 with RED, 60 with ARED, less 
than 40 with the modified ARED and almost 120 
with DT.  
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Furthermore, Figure 3 shows the difference in loss 
between the different algorithms. Modified ARED 
shows lower delay for the same loss rate compared 

to ARED and RED. DT performance is the worst 
and the modified ARED is the best in all 
comparisons.

 

 
Figure 2: Normalized Delay and Normalized Throughput Trade offs

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Normalized Delay and Loss Rate Trade offs 

 
 
RED could show better performance with different 
configurations, such as increasing the dropping 
probability. However, ARED and modified ARED 
maintain a dynamic dropping probability, which 
modifies the performance according to the traffic 
conditions.  
 
3.2 Queue Oscillation 
The queue oscillation is investigated using the 
plotted profile of each AQM tested. Experiments for 

this purpose are 10000 ms long and start with 5 TCP 
connections. After 5000 ms another 5 TCP 
connections are initialized. 
Figure 4 show that ARED has succeeded in 
controlling he MQL at a specific target. Even after 
an increased load, the MQL goes back gradually to 
the target MQL. However, RED does not control the 
MQL with low or high load, where the MQL 

is almost equal to the  as 
thmax

thmax Figure 5 illustrates.  
As shown by Figure 6, the MQL is stable and 
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changes level with the load degree using the 
modified ARED.  
 
The modified ARED differs from ARED and RED 
in two points with regard to MQL oscillation. The 

MQL is almost stable at a level relevant to the load 
condition and the queue does not oscillate much. 
Having the MQL stable is the reason of having a 
lower queue oscillation. 
 

 
Figure 4: ARED MQL Profile

 
Figure 5: RED MQL profile
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Figure 6: Modified ARED MQL Profile. 

 

4. LIMITATIONS 
The modified ARED is very sensitive to the 
increment and decrement factors. Also, the modified 
ARED shows lower performance than ARED at 
high load and slower service time as shown by 
Figure 7. The following modification to the 
modified ARED algorithm is used to help avoiding 
high MQL level when the load is high or the service 
time is relatively long.  The increment factor is 
dynamically configured and the   is 
decreased by a factor of 0.9 rather than being set to 
0 when a decrease in the MQL occurs. In general the 
revised algorithm uses two modifications which are 
the dynamic increment factor and slowly decreasing 

. 

pmax

pmax
The two algorithms are compared using the same 
performance metrics. With the same conditions used 
earlier in Figure 7 to examine the limitations. The 
new algorithm is successful in achieving a lower 
MQL at high load and long service time as shown in 
Figure 8. The modification of the algorithm is as 
follows: 
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Figure 7: Comparing ARED and modified ARED with Higher Load

 
Figure 8: Comparing ARED and revised modified ARED with Higher Load 
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The revised version shows that the algorithm can 
retain its performance gain even when the traffic or 
the service time of the router changes.  The worst 
case of the queueing delay is considered earlier to 
test the algorithm at high load with low service 
time. However, it is not a goal for this algorithm to 
control the worst case queueing delay, as 
recommended by [Floyd et al,2001].  RED is 

configured with   of 0.2 rather than 0.1 as 
previous in order to give a different performance to 
compare with ARED and revised modified ARED. 
The performance measures with the revised 
algorithm are shown with Figure 9 and Figure 10. 
The performance conclusions are the same as earlier 
conclusions from  Figure 1 and Figure 2 . 

pmax

 

                     
Figure 9: Normalized Delay and Normalized Throughput Trade off

                    
Figure 10: Normalized Delay and Loss Rate Trade off

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
The modified ARED algorithm gives superior 
performance in a trade off comparison of delay, loss 
rate and throughput than either ARED or RED. The 

modified ARED shows better performance when 
having a dynamic increment factor and slowly 
decreasing . One important feature of ARED 
is to control the MQL to a specified target. Future 

pmax
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implementation will investigate the implementation 
of target MQL for modified ARED using an 
additional  threshold or some other appropriate 
method. RED is well known for its early congestion 
notification. Modified ARED detect congestion 
even earlier regardless of traffic conditions. Such 
feature is important with high speed networks. 
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